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In around the year 1680, Rabbi Jacob Sasportas – who was serving as a rabbi in Hamburg – 

received a query from the Jewish community in Amsterdam. There was a split among the 

congregation on the question of how often to recite Birkat Kohanim. The old practice was to 

recite it only on the Chagim. But in the messianic excitement surrounding Shabbetai Zevi, they 

had adopted the practice of reciting it every Shabbat. Now that the false messiah had come and 

gone, should they restore their original practice or maintain this new tradition of including Birkat 

Kohanim on a weekly basis?  

 

I’ll return to Sasportas’ reply in a moment. But before I do, I want to turn to what is surely the 

most well-known Rashi in our parsha. Why is it, he wonders, that the narrative of the Nazir 

follows directly on the heels of the Sotah? Quoting the gemara, he writes: לומר לך שכל הרואי סוטה

 it’s to tell us that one who sees the disgraced Sotah should forswear – בקלקולה יזיר עצמו מן היין

wine.  

 

And the question, of course, is what this means. Why would the woman suspected of adultery 

generate such a response?  After all, she may be perfectly innocent?  

 

What I’d like to suggest is that the Sotah and the Nazir are typologies. The Sotah is a risk-taker. 

It’s quite possible that she’s guiltless. Maybe she’s been faithful all along. But one only becomes 

a Sotah if one has engaged in some kind of irresponsible or suspicious behavior. She may not be 

guilty of adultery; but she’s certainly guilty of living on the edge. She knows better than to be 

seen in private with a man who’s decidedly not her husband, and yet she pushes the boundaries 

and tests the limits. Hers is a world with a million shades of gray.  

 

And so the Nazir gravitates to the opposite pole. Chastened by the potential ruin this woman has 

brought upon herself by dint of her recklessness, the Nazir decides to create a world governed by 

excessive limitations. If such is the fate of the one whose boundaries are blurred, better to err on 

the side of abundant caution.  

 

And yet, as we know, the extent to which the Nazir takes his obsession with delimited 

boundaries is questionable. Perhaps the korban he offers at the end of his term is meant to atone 

for the sin of unwarranted asceticism. Maybe he goes too far.  

 

It’s the empty space in the text of the Torah between the Sotah and the Nazir that’s actually our 

goal. Because the Nazir helps underscore the hazards of the Sotah’s world – a world whose walls 

have become a little too elastic. He reminds us that to have the capacity for virtue and character, 

we need to construct a world with values and limits. The real challenge is to identify that middle 

ground.  

 

The author Tom Vanderbilt wrote about this recently in the Sunday Review. When we struggle 

to categorize something, it’s harder for us wrap our heads around it. We need genres. And when 
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we really get excited about something, we tend to create lots of micro-categories. Birders do not 

just see “birds,” gardeners do not just see “flowers”; they see specific variations. 

 

It’s our job to create categories and names that are precise and useful – names that allow us to 

take up issues and talk meaningfully about them.  

 

So allow me to share with you three applications of what I’m talking about.  

 

The first has been all over the news. The president – bafflingly – refuses to put a name to what 

most people recognize clearly as Islamist terrorism. Whatever his reasons, he just won’t call it 

what it is. 

Of course on the other side is an equally grievous sin. The claim that all Muslims are dangerous 

is so preposterous that it doesn’t warrant refutation.  

 

My point is simply that both sides are wrong and gravely wrong.  

The failure to name the challenge prevents us from adequately addressing it. 

 

The failure to recognize objective distinctions – the failure to create a meaningful category – 

carries the risk of returning us to those dark days when racism and bigotry were perfectly 

fashionable.  

 

The second application has to do with the milestones we’re marking today. Of course we 

congratulate all of our graduates. But I want to highlight the young men and women who are 

graduating from Jewish day schools. It’s worth pausing for a moment to appreciate that we have 

the freedom and wherewithal to allow an entire generation of children to be immersed in Jewish 

texts and Jewish values. How many of our parents had the luxury of a 12 year Jewish day school 

education? Mine certainly didn’t.  

 

Four years ago, we established a communal fund to raise money and awareness about the 

sustainability of our day school system. This week we’re making disbursements to 17 Jewish 

schools that Jewish Center children attend. And everyone in this room should feel as proud as I 

do to have the privilege to be a partner in supporting the single most important step toward 

insuring the Jewish commitment of our community’s next generation.   

 

The tens of thousands of dollars we’ve collected and distributed is nothing to scoff at. Yes, in the 

grand scheme it’s just a drop in the bucket. But more importantly, it reinforces a value that we’ve 

named. It’s our declaration that Jewish education is a priority and a communal responsibility. 

 

We may not have all the answers to the tuition crisis, but at least we’ve named the challenge and 

put ourselves in a position to make an impact down the road. 

 

Finally, I want to say something about the changing of the season. As we transition into summer, 

it’s worth taking a moment to do some goal-setting. Both nationally and locally, the news this 

week seemed like an extended series of tragedies and lives cut short. Life is so impossibly 

fragile. For so many of us, these next weeks will be less harried, less pressured, less stressful. 

Consciously or otherwise – we tell ourselves too often that we don’t have the time or energy or 
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bandwidth to be reflective about how we spend our waking hours. There’s no time like the 

present. I’m not even talking about religious or spiritual goals – although that wouldn’t be a 

crime either. I’m just talking about naming some of our objectives so that the horizon is 

populated with aspirations both big and small.  

 

In the years following 1666, the whole Jewish world was taken up with Sabbateanism – from the 

masses to the elites – from the uneducated to the scholars. Everyone wanted to believe.  

 

Sasportas did what almost no one in his generation was willing to do: He pointed to the most 

dangerous movement of his day and called it out. He stood up said this is not acceptable. Here 

was a false prophet who publically renounced his Jewish identity. His followers and the practices 

they supported needed to be condemned and discontinued. By naming the challenge, Sasportas 

preserved not only his integrity – but the integrity of so many more. And so he answered: No. 

The changes made by the Sabbateans had to be extirpated. The day would come, he promised, 

when we would be able to say Birkat Kohanim on a daily basis – but that day had not arrived.   

 

Man’s first task in this world was to assign names to all the creatures he encountered. And when 

man perishes, what remains is his name. The beginning and the end are fixed. What we call the 

middle is up to us.  


